TRUMPET VOLUNTARY
door in her face. Then I sink down breathless on the rim of the
bath and meditate sadly on her dear dear great-aunt: How
different!
It was settled between Sophia and myself that I should never
say to Little Jessie: "Come to Auntie" or "Come to Mummie"
	but "Come to Miss Stern", and so put matters on a proper
respectful footing from the start.
But during that summer of 1942, when Old Jessie still wandered
sadly between kitchen and kitchen and was welcome in neither,
Little Jessie did not exist even in the realm of pure thought. Never-
theless the local birth-rate in domestic animals sprang up in a
night. . . Shepherd's Warning simply could not understand what
devilish things had happened when oscillating from one back-door
to another, from house to cottage and from cottage to house, at
the first approach of her paw and smell (both hitherto treated with
the utmost respect) militant motherhood sprang at her in a spitting
screaming arch of fury and drove her forth again to get the same
reception from simultaneous motherhood. No, that was not poor
Jessie's happiest period. It did not last long; quite soon Josephine
was to become bored with her sole remaining kitten; presently
Josephine and Jessie met on the lawn again with an indifferent :
**No offence meant"; "And none taken, I'm sure."
I enjoy watching universal life reduced to scale, and it is easier
to watch it in cats than in dogs, because dogs are nearly always
more urgent' and more affectionate; they batter in on your daily
life with such violent personal impact, whereas a cat goes about
her occasions without your aid except for the regular supply of a
few material comforts; without your hindrance except for your
irritating human custom of shutting doors and leaving her on the
wrong side of them. Kipling knew about cats as he knew about
dogs: "I am the cat that walks by itself" is an immortal phrase;
I akm not so sure of its continuance: "And all places are alike to
me"; in sheer fact, he is wrong: a cat has a deeper sense of place
than a dog: she will reject or accept it with more fastidious disdain
if wrong; and if according to her own mysterious standard,
right, she will settle down and visibly accept it by sensuous shivers
and stretchings and trampling out invisible grapes by kneading
paws that voluptuously open and dose as though to some ritual
cat-rhythm which we cannot hear; eyes out of winch the glowing
light gradually recedes, leaving dead slits . . . Trampling and
stretching gradually cease and all life subsides into comfort and
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